NEW NON-CONNECTED THERMOSTATS FOR 2019

OVERVIEW

**IMPORTANT DATES:**
- Pricing: Available Now
- First Order: January 2019 (202, 203, 302, 303)
- First Ship: January 2019 (202, 203, 302, 303)

**COMPATIBILITY:**
- See Dealer Sell Sheet page 2 for system compatibility.

**LIMITED WARRANTY:**
- 1 year base, 5 year registered

**ACCESSORIES:**
- BAYSEN30ATEMPA - Remote wired ODT Sensor
- ZZSENSAL0300AA - Remote wired IDT Sensor

New Thermostat Model Numbers and Availability

What’s happening:
Trane is introducing a new line of non-connected thermostats for 2019. In total, six new models will replace seven of the existing models. Four of the models are available to ship now and the remaining two models will be available to ship this spring. The XR402 will remain in the non-connected line up and be available to purchase.

Programmable Touchscreen:
The XL800, 802, and 803 will be replaced by 2 new thermostats that are easy to install, configure and simple to use. The new thermostats have many new features that fulfill a wider range of applications for Trane and competitive HVAC systems. A common wire is preferred to power the new thermostats but not required to control many systems.

Programmable Push Button:
The XL600 and 602 models will be replaced with 2 new models. The new thermostats are simple to install and use. Same as the touch screen models, a common wire is preferred to power the new thermostats but not required to control many systems.

Non-Programmable:
The XR200 will be replaced with a similar dedicated 1 stage heat, 1 stage cool thermostat and the XR401 will be replaced with a dedicated heat pump model. Both new thermostats are simple to install, setup and use. The new single stage heat and cool model is a 4 wire thermostat without a common terminal. The new dedicated heat pump model requires a common wire connection.
NEW NON-CONNECTED THERMOSTATS FOR 2019

Touchscreen Programmable Models

- Up to 4 heat, 2 cool
- Humidity Sensor
- Common preferred, not required
  
Replaces January 2019

- Up to 3 heat, 2 cool
- Humidity Sensor
- Common required

Push Button Programmable Models

- Up to 4 heat, 2 cool
- Common preferred, not required
  
Replaces January 2019

- Up to 2 heat, 2 cool
- Common required

Push Button, Non-Programmable Models

- Up to 2 heat, 1 cool
- Common required
  
Replaces June 2019

- Up to 2 heat, 2 cool
- Common required

- 1 heat, 1 cool
- No common terminal
  
Replaces May 2019

- 1 heat, 1 cool
- Common required

* Models TCONT103AN21HA and TCONT102AN11AA are listed incorrectly in the 2019 product handbook. The 13th character in both models were revised after the handbook was printed. An electronic update will include the revised model numbers.